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A. Weil [3] constructed a universal distribution t on the Weil
group. The values of I at various test functions give the contributions
from the zeros of L-functions which appear in the .explicit formulas. In
this note, we shall construct a universal distribution zi on GL(n) and prove
the explicit formula for automorphic L-functions using z/ when n-2. For
n 2, to derive such a result, we must assume certain property of characters
1.

of infinite dimensional representations of GL(n) over a local field. This
property, formulated as Conjecture, seems to lie slightly beyond our present
knowledge of harmonic analysis. The distributions A have striking formal
resemblance to Weil’s one. Furthermore they are related to each other so
that zl is the "direct image" of z/ for m n. This is a pleasant fact since
we think that a discovery of new functorial properties related to zeros of
zeta functions would be crucial for the proof of the Riemann hypothesis.
2. Let k be a global field of characteristic p. We shall chiefly be
concerned with the number field case. For p 1, modifications are suggested
when necessary. Let G--GL(n)considered as an algebraic group defined
over ] and let G denote the adelization of G. Let T denote the maximal
split torus consisting of all diagonal matrices in G. Let =(R) be a
cuspidal automorphic representation of G and L(s, zD-L(s, r) be the
L-function attached to z. Then L(s, r) is an entire function which satisfies
the functional equation
L(s, r)=(s, r)L(I--s, ).
(1)
For F e C:(R+) and s e C, set

(2)

(s)=

F(x)x’/-dx.

(If p:>l, set (s)-ezF(q)q ’- log q, where q is the number of elements of the constant field of k.) Then ) is an entire function of s. It
satisfies (a+it)-O(]tl-v), ]t]-+oo for any N uniformly f.or any fixed vertical
strip A<_a<_B if p-0. Without losing substantial generality, we assume
that z is unitary. Let A > 1/2, T’> T and R be the rectangle whose vertexes
are 1/2+__A+iT, 1/2-+-A+iT’. Let C denote the contour 3R taken in positive
direction. As usual, we consider the integral
1
I(T,
(s)d logL(s, z),
(3)

T0=.2i

c

assuming that no zeros of L(s, r) lie on C. It is easy to check the existence of
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I := T-. lim

I(T, T’)
( weak version of the Riemnn-von Mngoldt formula, N(T)=O(T log T)
in usual notation, suffices). By [1], Remark 5.4, L(s, ) does not vanish
outside of the vertical strip 0a<l. Set
( 4)
S(=, F)= n(p,
T

+

where extends over all zeros of L(s, =) with the multiplicity n(p, z). (If
p>l, we count zeros modulo iP, where P=2=/logq.) By the residue
calculus, we get I=S(=, F). As (s, =)=constant ([f()l]dln) 8, using the
functional equation, we obtain
S(=,F)=J-F(1) log
(5)
where

27

-(1/2-A+it)d log L(ll2+A-it,
and f(=)[ (resp. [d) denotes the idele norm .of the conductor of
differential idele of k). Take A sufficiently large. As
log L(s, =)= log L(s,

= (resp. the

when the Euler product is absolutely convergent, we see easily that J can
be divided into local contributions.

J=EJ,
27

).

--(1/2--A+it)d log L(1/2+A--it,
(If p>l, the integrals for J and J should be taken from a to a+P for
some a e R).
be
3. We are going to express J using the characters of =. Let
the absolute value of the discriminant function .of G. We have (g)=
(2,-2)]/det g]-*, where 2 (lin) are eigenvalues of g e G. Let
Hereafter until 5,
Z denote the character of and we set 2=ZX
we shall assume n=2. First let v be non-archimedean. Let G denote the
mximal compact subring of k, q the module of k and we normalize the
multiplicative Haar mesure d2 .on k so that vol (G)=log q. For a continuous function f on k, we set

<

.

=

i-li

o

!-11

wbeneve te integrals ae meaningful.

We note that

.,

=--PFo

-o I-11

We ave

117 .dX2.
IF(II):: (;0 01) I;-11,

can be considered as a continuous function on

T.
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Now let v be an archimedean place. Define functions on R+ by
fo(x)= inf (x x-/),
f f fo.
If p is function on R+ such that --cf is integrble .on R, we set

Let ={x e k ]]x=l}. For a function f on

R by
(x)=

,

define the function

on

with

and set

f(2)d2=PFo
hand
PFo

whenever the right
we have

side is meaningful (cf. [3],

3 and

is considered as a continuous function on T.
where
4. For every place v of k, define a distribution D, on
2
dX2.

Let

14).

Then

J= --PFo

,

(7)

(x)dx,

,

be the Dirac distribution on
bution on G by

G by

G supported on 1. We define

a distri-

where v extends over all places of k. The function g,(1/2),(g,) is a
continuous function on T. If g e Ga, its value is I or 0 except or finitely
many v. Hence we may set
ge

zAgo),

and we may consider the pairing with d, since d is supported on Ta. By
(4), (5), (6), (7), we can state the final result as follows.
Theorem. S(, F) d(2F(l det g )2(g)).
Remark. Our distribution d lacks the term which corresponds to D
in Weil’s formula. This is simply because we have only considered cuspidal
automorphic forms. It would be interesting to construct the distribution
which corresponds to D using the theory of Eisenstein series.
5. We shall describe the general situation for GL(n), n>2. Set g=
diag [2, 1, ., 1]
Conjecture. (1) Assume v is non-archimedean and u, is generic. Then
is continuous on T and (1)=n. Furthermore

,

(n--l) log (]f(=)])=
Thus we have
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(n-- 1) [Jo --F(1) log (If(z)],)]

--PFo

399

..

F(] 2 ]v)v(g). 1 [/ 42.

(2) I v is archimedean and v is generic, we have
d.
(n-)Jo= -PFo F(),(g).

IX-li

,

Admittina this conjecture, we can express S@,Y) as ollows.
o efine a distribution D on G, by

every plaee

D(f)=--PFo

y

Fo

f(g). IjlE/ dxR.

[-11.
Let a, be the Dirac distribution on G supported on 1. Set
J.= -log Idla,-E Do,
which is a distribution on G. Put
nl

which is meaningful at least for g e

T.

Then we have
S@, F)= A(n F([ det g l)2(g)).
We note that A has a good unctorial property. For mn, let
denote the standard injection o GL(n) into GL(m) given by

Then we have ,A= A, where $,A denotes the direct image of

A under
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